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Abstract 19 

Mechanisms driving song learning and conformity are still poorly known yet fundamental to 20 

understand the behavioural ecology of animals. Broadening the taxonomic range of these 21 

studies and interpreting song variation under the scope of cultural evolution will increase our 22 

knowledge on vocal learning strategies. Here, we analysed changes in fin whale (Balaenoptera 23 

physalus) songs recorded over two decades across the Central and Northeast Atlantic Ocean. 24 

We found a rapid (over 4 years) replacement of fin whale song types (different inter-note 25 

intervals - INIs) that co-existed with hybrid songs during the transition period and showed a 26 

clear geographic pattern. We also revealed gradual changes in INIs and note frequencies over 27 

more than a decade with all males adopting both rapid and gradual changes. These results 28 

provide evidence of vocal learning of rhythm in fin whale songs and conformity in both song 29 

rhythm and note frequencies.  30 
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Introduction 40 

Animal songs, used as acoustic sexual displays, can change and evolve as the result of cultural 41 

processes like vocal learning and conformity. These mechanisms play important roles in 42 

evolutionary diversification, population structure and demography1,2 and may even act as a 43 

‘second inheritance system’ to genetic evolution3. Vocal learning is a form of social learning 44 

where animals modify their acoustic signals as a result of hearing and imitating conspecifics4,5. 45 

Janik and Slater (2000)4 distinguish vocal production learning, the ability to modify signals 46 

after experience with the signals of others, from usage learning, where an existing signal is 47 

used in a different context or sequence. When individuals are more likely to share song 48 

variants with nearby individuals than with more distant ones, we talk about conformity6. 49 

The earliest evidence for vocal production learning and conformity in animals comes from 50 

male birds learning songs7 but a growing literature indicates that vocal learning is widespread 51 

across various singing species8. One example is the humpback whale (Megaptera 52 

novaengliae), whose complex songs differ across ocean regions9 and all males in a given area 53 

adopt song changes 10,11.  These songs can undergo revolutions, where a population song type 54 

is rapidly replaced by a novel song type introduced from a neighbouring population12. Most 55 

authors agree that these spatial and temporal patterns in song changes can only be explained 56 

by vocal production learning5,8,12,13. Although similarities in song evolution patterns between 57 

taxa have led to fruitful comparative studies2, we are still far from understanding the 58 

functional mechanisms of vocal learning, how natural selection has shaped learning strategies 59 
14, which are the benefits of conformity, or how individual decisions affect the dynamics of 60 

song evolution over larger temporal and social scales14. Additionally, most research to date 61 

has focused on complex songs and vocal learning of rhythm is still poorly understood, despite 62 

many species’ relying on rhythmic aspects of conspecifics’ signals15,16. A broader view 63 

including different mechanisms of vocal learning, from simple to complex, is needed to better 64 

understand the prevalence and evolution of these complex phenomena5.  65 

The simplicity of fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) songs17 compared to those of humpback 66 

whales or songbirds, offers an easier-to-interpret scenario that can provide new insights into 67 

the field of song cultural evolution. Fin whales  produce low-frequency songs that are believed 68 

to act as mating displays17, because they are produced by males18 and intensify during the 69 

breeding season17,19–21. In this species, the song inter-note interval (INI) (i.e., rhythm) is the 70 

most distinctive parameter between regions17,22–25 and can change abruptly from one year to 71 

the next22,24–26 or progressively over time26–29. Moreover, frequencies of two fin whale song 72 

components, the 20-Hz note and the higher frequency (~130-Hz) upsweep (hereafter HF 73 

note)22, have been decreasing gradually over the last decade in different ocean basins27,28. So 74 

far, studies on fin whale song changes have been merely descriptive and only focused on the 75 

potential drivers of these variations24–30.  76 

Here, we report the dynamics of temporal and spatial variation of fin whale song parameters 77 

(INIs and peak frequencies of two note types) in a wide area of the North Atlantic under the 78 

scope of cultural song evolution, which provide a unique opportunity to investigate unknown 79 

mechanisms of vocal behaviour in this species. Our work provides evidence of vocal learning 80 

of rhythm in fin whale songs, and conformity in both song rhythm and note frequencies.  This 81 

is supported by our results showing:  i) a rapid shift in song INIs across a vast area of the 82 

Northeast Atlantic in just four singing seasons with the existence of hybrid songs (including 83 
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both INIs) during the transition period; ii) a clear geographic gradient of song types; iii) a 84 

gradual increase in INIs and a decrease in frequencies of two song components over more 85 

than a decade; and iv) the adoption of rapid and gradual changes by all males in a wide region. 86 

We finish up by discussing conformity in terms of song function and potential benefits for fin 87 

whales.  88 

Investigating vocal learning and conformity in fin whale songs is essential to understand 89 

important aspects of fin whale behavioural ecology, such as how this species responds to 90 

changes in its acoustic environment, and how culture shapes these responses.  91 

Results  92 

Rapid song changes 93 

Results showed a rapid change in INIs, across a vast area of the Oceanic Northeast Atlantic 94 

(ONA) region (Fig. 1A), where the 19s-INI song was completely replaced by the 12s-INI song 95 

in just four singing seasons (2000/2001 – 2004/2005) (Fig. 2A and B). By 2004, the 19s-INI 96 

song had disappeared from the SE ONA location (Fig. 2B) and was no longer detected in any 97 

of the sampled regions from 2007 to 2020, except from an isolated account in 2008 (Fig. 3A). 98 

During the transition period, both song types co-existed SE of the ONA region, with a notable 99 

percentage of hybrid songs containing both INIs (~24% hybrids in 2002/2003), and there was 100 

a clear spatial gradient across the entire ONA region in the prevalence of songs with each INI 101 

type (Figs. 2B and C). In 2002/2003, the 19s-INI song largely dominated in the SW ONA, with 102 

only 8% of hybrid songs. The proportion of 19s-INI songs decreased progressively to the east, 103 

reaching 0-8% in the easternmost locations (CE and NE), while the 12s-INI songs became 104 

prominent. Hybrid songs were more abundant (16-24%) at central ONA (NW, CW and SE) than 105 

in easternmost locations (NE and CE; ~12%) (Fig. 2C). 106 
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 107 

Figure 1. (A) Regions (dashed lines) and locations (stars) of acoustic recordings. Regions were delimited 108 
according to ICES ecoregions. A: Greenland Sea, B: Icelandic Waters, C: Celtic Sea, D: Oceanic Northeast 109 
Atlantic, E: Bay of Biscay & Iberian Coast, F: Canary Islands and G: Barents Sea.  Red circle indicates SE 110 
hydrophone from the Oceanic Northeast Atlantic. (B) Spectrogram (1024-point FFT, Hann window, 50% 111 
overlap) of a fin whale song showing the acoustic parameters analysed in this study.  112 

 113 
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 114 

Figure 2. (A) Inter-note intervals (INIs) from 1999 to 2005 for the ONA region (B) Percentage of songs 115 
with each INI type (19s, hyb -hybrid, 12s) in the SE hydrophone from the ONA region during the song 116 
shift in 1999 – 2005. (C) Map showing the percentage of songs with each INI type for locations within 117 
the ONA region hydrophones during the 2002/2003 singing season. 118 

Gradual song changes and conformity  119 

After the song transition, we found a gradual change in three fin whale song parameters over 120 

a period of 13 years with all regions fitting the trend. The only exception was the Barents Sea 121 

and some songs from the Bay of Biscay & Iberian Coast (BIIC) region in 2016/2017 where INIs 122 

differed from the rest of the sampled area. From 2007 to 2021, INIs increased at 0.26 s/yr 123 

(Adj. R-sq.= 0.7; p<0.001) (Fig. 3A).  For this note, peak frequencies decreased at an almost 124 

negligible rate of -0.06 Hz/yr (Adj. R-sq.= 0.1; p<0.001) (Fig. 3B) while peak frequencies of the 125 

HF note decreased at a rate of -0.35 Hz/yr (Adj. R-sq.= 0.8; p<0.001) with all regions fitting the 126 

trend, including the Barents Sea (Fig. 3C).  127 

 128 

 129 
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 130 

Figure 3. (A) Inter-note intervals (INIs) from 2007 to 2020 for all regions sampled. (B) Peak frequencies 131 
of the 20-Hz note for BBIC and ONA regions sampled with Ecologic Acoustic Recorders (2008 – 2020). 132 
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(C) Peak frequencies of the High Frequency (HF) note for all regions sampled. Points represent average 133 
values per song, error bars are standard deviations and black lines represent the fitted linear regression 134 
model with confidence intervals in shadowed grey.  135 

When comparing data from different regions (Icelandic Waters, Greenland Sea, ONA, BBIC, 136 

Canary Islands, Barents Sea and Celtic Sea) with simultaneous recordings (i.e., in the same 137 

singing season) results showed unimodal overlapping distributions in INIs and HF note peak 138 

frequencies. The only exception was the Barents Sea region, where INIs differed from the 139 

Canary Islands in 2014/2015 (Barents Sea: ~ 9s and ~ 14s; Canary Islands: ~ 15s) and from the 140 

ONA region in 2017/2018 (Barents Sea: ~ 10s; ONA: ~16s) (Fig. 4). In 2015/2016, the BIIC 141 

region had 21% of hybrid songs that included a small number of 9s INIs (identified only in 142 

songs from the Barents Sea region) but showed no hybrid songs back in 2007/2008 (Fig. 3A 143 

and Fig. 4A).   144 

 145 

 146 

Figure 4. Histograms of inter-note intervals (INIs) and higher frequency (HF) note peak frequencies by 147 
singing season (Oct-Mar) from regions with concurrent data. 148 
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DISCUSSION 149 

The changing pattern of different fin whale song parameters reported here for a wide area of 150 

the Central and Eastern North Atlantic provides evidence of vocal learning and conformity in 151 

this species. Moreover, decoupled variations in rhythm and frequency (i.e. INIs change rapidly 152 

but frequencies do not) and between note types (negligible decrease in frequencies of 20-Hz 153 

note compared to marked decrease of HF note) reveal the complex interplay between 154 

different selective pressures and suggest distinct functions for these song parameters and 155 

components. 156 

The dynamics of rapid replacement of fin whales’ song types described here for the ONA 157 

region cannot be explained by an environmental causation. The shift in INIs found in the ONA 158 

region seemed to occur simultaneously at northern feeding grounds, in the so-called 159 

Northeast North Atlantic (NENA) region22. This variation in INI patterns during the same 160 

singing season between neighbouring locations within ONA, together with an identical shift 161 

in INIs documented for the same period in the environmentally distant NENA region22, 162 

strongly suggest that the transition in INI variants was not a response to local acoustic 163 

environments. A population replacement as a potential explanation for the shift in song types 164 

also seems unlikely. If the change in INIs (from 19s to 12s) resulted from the replacement of 165 

one population by another, we would not find hybrid songs containing both INIs during the 166 

transition period, as the new song pattern would simply substitute the former, as 167 

documented for fin whale songs off Southern California25.  Instead, we suggest that the rapid 168 

and complete turnover of fin whale song types along a spatial gradient, with all males 169 

adopting the new song (i.e., conformity), and the existence of hybrid songs, is the result of 170 

cultural transmission, the social learning of information or behaviours from conspecifics37.  171 

The geographic variation in bird songs is primarily attributed to their ability of learning to 172 

vocalize through imitation40. Fin whale song INIs are also regionally distictive22 and all males 173 

within a certain area conform to the same INI 24,25,27 (this study). In addition,  differences in 174 

fin whale songs among regions do not reflect estimates of genetic divergence22, further 175 

suggesting that song rhythm may be socially learned in this species. Learning of novel rhythms 176 

(i.e., INIs) is considered vocal usage learning because existing signals are given in a new 177 

sequence4, but has not yet been demonstrated in animals despite evidence of novel rhythm 178 

imitation16. For example, sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) are able to match their 179 

clicks to the rhythm of a ship depth sounder38 and use codas (i.e., rhythmic patterns of clicks) 180 

for communication that are unique to each vocal clan39 and may be socially learned39. 181 

Moreover, fin whales can also sing songs from other populations that differ in note 182 

composition26, providing support for vocal production learning in this species. Co-occurrence 183 

of both vocal learning strategies (usage and production learning) are not rare and has been 184 

documented in several species16.  185 

Fin whale song INIs not only varied rapidly but also gradually. After the song transition, we 186 

found a gradual increase in song INIs along with a decrease in peak frequencies of the 20-Hz 187 

and HF notes. These findings are in line with the gradual trends of decreasing 188 

frequencies27,29,41 and increasing INIs25,27,30 described for fin whale songs in other ocean 189 

basins and in the Mediterranean Sea. Contrarily to the rapid changes in INIs, a global-scale 190 
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process of cultural transmission cannot explain these directional changes. First, changes in 191 

INIs and frequencies occur at different rates in different oceans and there is no convergence 192 

in song acoustic characteristics across populations 25,27,28. And second, a similar pattern of 193 

decreasing frequencies and increasing INIs has been described for blue whale (Balaenoptera 194 

musculus) songs42,43, and decreasing frequencies have been reported for bowhead whales 195 

(Balaena mysticetus) calls44. Such gradual song changes in multiple species and different 196 

ocean basins suggest an adaptation to a common selective pressure, which does not mean 197 

that within-region conformity in song characteristics does not arise from cultural transmission 198 

(see below). So far, none of the proposed hypotheses can convincingly explain the slow 199 

evolution in fin whale songs42,44 partly because they lack a global approach. Large-scale and 200 

long-term datasets would help understanding if fin whale song INIs and frequencies are 201 

constantly evolving or started changing recently in response to a new driver.  202 

Our results also show that variations in INIs and frequencies are uncoupled because i) the 203 

rapid shift in INIs was not matched by a similar shift in 20-Hz note frequencies and ii) 204 

frequencies of the HF note frequency decreased six times faster than the 20-Hz note.  These 205 

findings suggest distinct functions and selective pressures acting on different acoustic 206 

parameters and song components. Fin whale song INIs are geographically distinct22 and have 207 

been used to differentiate stocks and populations23–25. Assuming the rapid song change 208 

reported here is the result of cultural transmission, fin whales singing the two song types (12s 209 

and 19s) would need to be in acoustic contact for the song transfer to occur. If so, the mixing 210 

of these two populations have resulted in the rapid adoption of just one single song type. This 211 

rapid replacement of song types resembles humpback whale song revolutions, in which a 212 

population’s song is rapidly replaced by a novel song type introduced from a neighbouring 213 

population12. Yet, more data would be needed to prove the novelty and origin of the 12s fin 214 

whale song to unequivocally confirm a cultural revolution in fin whale songs. In any case, both 215 

song plasticity (i.e., learning the new song) and conformity seem to be selected in humpback 216 

whale song evolutions13 and it is possible the same occurs for fin whale song INIs. Conversely, 217 

fin whale song frequencies have a limited variation compared to INIs. Fundamental 218 

frequencies of this specie’s songs seem especially adapted for long-range communication in 219 

pelagic environments. Fin whales disperse across deep open waters during their breeding 220 

season45,46 and their song frequencies match a particular frequency band with low levels of 221 

noise in deep waters (i.e., quiet window)47,48. Humpback and right whales (Eubalaena sp.) 222 

aggregate in coastal breeding grounds 49,50 and use higher frequency songs and calls that 223 

better transmit in shallow environments (quiet window: 100-400 Hz)51 and do not need to 224 

reach distant conspecifics48,52. Therefore, the acoustic environment during the mating season 225 

could constrain variation in song frequencies to keep them within the quiet window. Yet, 226 

these frequency variations are far more limited for the 20-Hz note, that show a negligible 227 

changing rate, than for the HF note. Differing changing trends between song components has 228 

also been found for two song units of the Sri Lankan pygmy blue whale (Balaenoptera 229 

musculus brevicauda) that authors attributed to distinct functions, arguing that the lower 230 

frequency component is more conserved because it conveys information on species 231 

identity53. In some bird species, specific segments of their songs remain relatively constant 232 

over decades, possibly reflecting their role in defining the species54,55. In the same way, the 233 
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fin whale 20-Hz note produced worldwide17,19,56–58 may encode species identity, while the HF 234 

note, which varies geographically at a larger scale than INIs and is not used by all 235 

populations22,58, may be more prone to variation.  This is further supported by our results 236 

showing that fin whales from the distant Barents Sea region differ from the rest of the 237 

sampled area in their song INIs but not in their HF note frequencies, that fit within the general 238 

trend. Therefore, fin whale song INIs are indicative of acoustic populations while frequencies 239 

may respond to changes in the acoustic environment.  240 

The adoption of rapid and gradual changes in three song parameters by all males across a 241 

wide area of the Central and Eastern North Atlantic indicates strong song conformity in fin 242 

whales. Song conformity seems to be common in fin whales worldwide24–28,30,59, which 243 

suggests it may be relevant for the function of their songs. Male fin whale songs are believed 244 

to act as mating displays because all biopsied singing whales were males18 and singing 245 

intensifies during the specie’s breeding season17,19–21. In bird species that use songs as 246 

acoustic displays, song conformity may be driven by a female preference for the most 247 

common variant. Females may prefer the local song to a foreign one because it indicates the 248 

male’s copying abilities or male’s genes better adapted to the local environment60. In fin 249 

whales, conformity in song INIs and frequencies could provide the same advantages and even 250 

assist females assessing male quality. The fact that fin whale singing decreases when they 251 

swim faster has led authors to hypothesize that singing while swimming may be an indicator 252 

of a male’s stamina61. If all males sing the same song, it may be easier for females to assess 253 

differences between individual male’s song characteristics.    254 

The low-frequency, high amplitude, repetitive and simple characteristics of fin whale songs  255 

seem especially suited for long-range communication 48,62, which may be an adaptation to the 256 

dispersed and pelagic distribution of this species during the breeding season45,46. Hence, 257 

songs may also be used for ranging of conspecifics and perhaps, environmental sensing.  258 

Evidence suggests that baleen whales are capable of both. Modelling indicates that songs 259 

from humpback whales could be used as long-range sonar63. Bowhead whales showed echo-260 

ranging behaviour when navigating under heavy ice conditions during their spring 261 

migration64. Blue whales changed their usual calls in association with sudden changes in 262 

oceanographic conditions65. Finally, acoustically tracked fin and Bryde’s whales (Balaenoptera 263 

edeni) clearly kept parallel tracks suggesting these species are able of  ranging conspecifics66,67 264 

Estimating the distance to a source involves assessing signal degradation through frequency-265 

dependent attenuation and environmental echoes (i.e., reverberation)68. This process 266 

requires knowledge of both the environmental conditions and the undistorted source 267 

signals69. Additionally, an animal needs to be familiar with the time-varying features of a 268 

specific sound to be able to accurately judge the distance70. This way, we can hypothesize 269 

that conformity in fin whale song INIs and frequencies may be partially associated with the 270 

necessity of this species to sense their environment and conspecifics through time-frequency 271 

dispersions of their own and other whale’s songs. In fact,  frequency conformity in blue whale 272 

songs have been hypothesized  to facilitate ranging abilities by using the Doppler effect71. 273 

Also, Bryde’s whales synchronised their calls when in close distance and kept parallel tracks 274 

while the synchronisation lasted67. As with songbirds, vocal learning in cetaceans may have 275 

evolved, partly, because it enabled ranging sound sources more successfully70,72.   276 
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Results from this and other studies suggest that male fin whales are in acoustic contact over 277 

vast areas and adjust their song properties to match those of conspecifics27,28,59. These 278 

acoustic communities culturally evolve more quickly and efficiently than genetic 279 

communities22 and should be considered in conservation strategies when delimiting stocks or 280 

populations. These results have also implications for cue counting approaches, that use cue 281 

rates to convert density of sounds to density of animals73. The temporal and spatial changes 282 

in fin whale song INIs found here affect cue rates and need to be accounted for to avoid bias 283 

in estimating densities using passive acoustic monitoring in this species. Finally, 284 

understanding the cultural evolution of fin whale songs can inform on the species’ ability to 285 

adapt, or not, to a changing environment. The unique large spatial scale over which fin whales 286 

communicate, although technologically challenging for researchers, opens interesting 287 

perspectives in the processes of animal acoustic communication.  288 

Materials and methods  289 

Sampling locations 290 

Acoustic data were collected from 15 locations in the Central and Northeast Atlantic Ocean, 291 

grouped into seven regions as defined by the International Council for the Exploration of the 292 

Sea (ICES)31: Greenland Sea, Icelandic Waters, Celtic Sea, ONA, BBIC, Canary Islands and 293 

Barents Sea (Supplementary Table S1, Fig. 1A).  294 

Data collection 295 

Recordings from 1999 to 2020 collected by different research groups with varied objectives 296 

were compiled and standardised. Not all regions were sampled in all years and time periods. 297 

Recordings were either continuous or duty-cycled, with sampling rates ranging from 100 Hz 298 

to 48 kHz (Supplementary Table S1 and Fig. S1). Ocean-Bottom Seismometers (OBS) were 299 

used in the Canary Islands (2014-2015) and in the BBIC (2007-2008). The OBS channel with 300 

the highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was used in the analysis. The hydrophone channel was 301 

selected for recordings in the Canary Islands, while the seismometer channel (vertical 302 

component Z) was preferred for recordings from the BBIC (2007-2008). Fixed autonomous 303 

recorders (AR) were used in the remaining regions (Supplementary Table S1).  304 

Song selection criteria 305 

We focused the analyses on data collected between October and March (hereafter singing 306 

season), because fin whale song parameters show less variation during this period22 and 307 

seasonal variation was outside the scope of this study. All datasets were manually inspected 308 

to identify days with fin whale 20-Hz notes17 or double pulsed songs containing the 20-Hz and 309 

higher frequency note (hereafter HF note)22 (Fig. 1B). For the Azores dataset, a Low Frequency 310 

Detection and Classification System (LFDCS)32 was used following procedures described in 311 

Romagosa et al. (2020)33. Spectrograms of days with fin whale detections were manually 312 

analysed using Adobe Audition 3.0 software (Adobe Systems Incorporated, CA, USA) to select 313 

periods with good quality notes, based on: a) a high SNR song, b) absence of masking from 314 

noise, c) presence of a single singer and d) occurrence of notes organized in long series. The 315 

last criterion could not be applied in recordings with small duty cycles (SW Portugal 2015-316 

2016, Azores 2008-2011 and North and South Porcupine) (Supplementary Table S1); 317 

nevertheless, regularly spaced notes could still be identified as part of songs.  318 
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Song sampling 319 

Selected days with detections were non-consecutive to minimize sampling the same animal 320 

multiple times. The number of sampled days varied depending on the quality of fin whale 321 

songs found in the recordings. The average number of days sampled per singing season was 322 

10.8 days, and the average number of notes analysed per song was 108 (Supplementary Fig. 323 

S1). Recordings from the Canary Islands, BBIC (2007-2008), and ONA regions, except for the 324 

Azores (Supplementary Table S1), were excluded from the analysis of the HF note, because 325 

sampling rates were too low to enable detection of the HF note frequency (~130-Hz)22 326 

(Supplementary Fig. S1).  327 

Measurement of song parameters: inter-note intervals and peak frequencies 328 

Selected days with good quality notes were fed into a band-limited energy detector in Raven 329 

Pro 1.5 software (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Ithaca, NY, USA) that automatically selected all 330 

20-Hz and HF notes in the spectrogram. All selections were checked manually by the same 331 

analyst to ensure that notes were well imbedded in the selection square. Spectrogram 332 

characteristics were adjusted to visualise all data with the same frequency and time 333 

resolution. For each selected note, the software measured begin and end time, and peak 334 

frequency. Inter-note intervals (INIs) were calculated by subtracting the time difference 335 

between the begin time of a 20-Hz note and the begin time of the following 20-Hz note17,25 336 

(Fig. 1B).  Peak frequencies were measured for 20-Hz and HF notes and represent the value 337 

at which the maximum energy in the signal occurs. It is considered a robust measurement 338 

because it is based on the energy within the selection and not the time and frequency 339 

boundaries of the selection34. Only one sequence of notes or song fragment (hereafter 340 

referred as song) was analysed per day in each location. If multiple songs were found in one 341 

day, the one with the highest SNR was selected. For each song, we calculated the mean and 342 

standard deviation of INIs and of peak frequencies of the 20-Hz and HF notes. 343 

Transition between song INIs 344 

Temporal and spatial changes in song INIs were investigated by using data from the ONA 345 

region, the only area with recordings during the song transition period (2000-2005). The SE 346 

ONA hydrophone was used to investigate how song types changed over time (Fig. 1A; red 347 

circle), by calculating the percent number of each song type identified in each singing season 348 

(October-March) from 1998/1999 to 2004/2005. Spatial variation in song types was examined 349 

by comparing the percentage of different song types from six ONA locations (NE, NW, CE, CW, 350 

SE and SW) that covered part of the transition period (2002/2003) (Fig. 1A and Supplementary 351 

Fig. S1).  352 

Trends in song properties 353 

Data from all regions were plotted in chronological order to investigate how song parameters 354 

varied over time. A linear regression model was fit to each response variable (INIs and peak 355 

frequencies of the 20-Hz and HF notes) using a Gaussian distribution and year as the 356 

explanatory variable. Model assumptions were verified by plotting residuals versus fitted 357 

values and residual QQ plots to check for homogeneity of variance and normality 358 

(Supplementary Figs. S2A, B & C). In the case of INIs, the model was fitted using data from all 359 

regions between 2007 and 2020, except from the Barents Sea, that showed different INIs. 360 

(Fig. 3A). Measurements of 20-Hz peak frequencies were greatly affected by the recording 361 
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equipment (Suppl. Information and Fig. S3). For this reason, only data from the Ecological 362 

Acoustic Recorders (EARs)35, which sampled the longest period (2008 – 2020) (Supplementary 363 

Fig. S1), were used to explore temporal variations in the peak frequencies of the 20-Hz note 364 

(Fig. 3B). All statistical analyses were performed in R (v. 4.0.2)36. 365 

Regional comparison of song parameters 366 

Given inter-annual variations in fin whale song parameters25,27, only songs recorded within 367 

the same singing season were used to compare song parameters among regions. Histograms 368 

were built for each singing season to investigate differences in the distribution of INIs and 369 

peak frequencies of the HF note per region sampled.  370 
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